award is necessary to maintain an important producer in business.*** Even in these
circumstances, the agency may not award the contract unless the contracting officer and
(depending on the size of the award) other agency officials justifies the use of the non-competitive
procedures in writing and notice of the award of the contract has been published as required by
Section 1701 of Title 41. 10 U.S.C.A. §2304(f)(1).
The award of the protested contract to DoeCo was justified in writing as an exception from
competition pursuant to 10 USC § 2304(c)(3)(A) and the award of the contract was published as
required. The justification and authority for the contract award to DoeCo (signed by Ms.
DLATS2

Ms. DLATS1

and others) is attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and the public notice of the

contract award to DoeCo is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
It was the contract awarded to DoeCo under these procedures that Client protested. It was
contracts described in the statute that Mr. Client

affidavit addressed. In five briefs on this

issue†††, Plaintiff has still not established that Client ever received a contract requiring justification
under 10 U.S.C. §2304 or the public notice required by that statute.

D.

A few words about terminology.
Much confusion has been sown by Plaintiff’s indiscriminate use of the term “award” as a

synonym for both contracts and delivery orders. For example, the Show Cause Brief makes the
following statement:

***

(c) The head of an agency may use procedures other than competitive procedures only when-(3) it is necessary to award the contract to a particular source or sources in order (A) to maintain a
facility, producer, manufacturer, or other supplier available for furnishing property or services in
case of a national emergency or to achieve industrial mobilization, 10 U.S.C.A. § 2304(c)(3)(A)
(West). (Emphasis supplied.)
†††
Brief and reply on original motion to compel, brief and reply on renewed motion to compel,
and Show Cause Brief.
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Although the awards were clearly designated as being funded by the
Warstopper program, Mr. Client claimed he was unaware of that fact. But
he also admitted that those awards resulted from Client regular affirmative
requests to DLATS for those awards, as opposed to a DLATS requirement,
because he did not have enough business to sustain Client
D.E. 163 at p. 11, fn.4. One of the many problems with this statement is that it uses the term
“awards” to refer to delivery orders, intentionally blurring the distinction between contracts
(which are “awarded” and delivery orders which are issued, not “awarded”). If Plaintiff’s brief
had used the correct term and this paragraph had referred to “delivery orders,” rather than
“awards,” that statement would still be incorrect (as shown below), but it would clearly be no help
to the claim that Mr. Client

affidavit (about “contracts”) was false. If instead, Plaintiff’s brief

had used the word “contracts” rather than “awards” in this paragraph, the paragraph would have
been even more materially incorrect than it is. So, Plaintiff has chosen to use the term “award” to
make this statement and others like it sound relevant to the question of contracts awarded to Client
even though it is not.
There is no precedent in the DLATS materials attached to the Show Cause Brief (Exhibits
B through J) for calling delivery orders “awards” or to discuss delivery orders as having been
“awarded.” On the contrary, while those exhibits often refer to contracts as having been awarded,
they do not ever use the term award to refer to a delivery order. For example, Exhibit G to the
Show Cause Brief (attached hereto as Exhibit 6) refers to “contract awards” or to contracts being
“awarded” 6 or 7 times. (Each such instance is highlighted in Exhibit 6.) Perhaps the clearest
brief example of the proper use of these terms is found in Exhibit H to the Show Cause Brief the
“Defense Logistics Agency Directive” at page 304:
This subpart prescribes policies and procedures for soliciting offers, awarding
contracts, and placing orders under DLA's customer value contracting (CVC)
initiative.
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CONTRACT SHALL BE ORDERED BY
THE ISSUANCE OF DELIVERY
ORDERS TO THE CONTRACTING
OFFICER, DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER
PHILADELPHIA.

“TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH BASIC
CONTRACT.” In block #16 “TYPE
OF ORDER” the “DELIVERY
CALL” Box is checked which
provides: “This delivery order/call is
issued on another Government agency
or in accordance with and subject to
terms and conditions of the above
numbered contract.”

Provides, on page 4, details about the
information to be contained in each order.

Contains no such information.

Details, on pages 6 and 7, the
responsibility for administration and
inspection (with many standards
incorporated by reference.

Contains no information about
administration and inspection.

Provides, on page 2, guaranteed minimum
purchases of 4 different Modular
Command Post Tents as well as the
maximum purchases of each to be made.

Lists, on page 2, delivery dates and
destinations for small specified
numbers of each tent.

It is clear that the Award/Contract is a contract and the order is merely the vehicle for scheduling
deliveries of the tents. The order is not intended to be an independently enforceable contract;
stripped of its references to the contract, the order would not contain the minimum information
necessary to make it an enforceable contract – details about what exactly is to be produced, for
example. See, Telex Communications, Inc. v. US, 40 Fed. Cl. 703, 709 (1998)(“These purchase
orders depend for their existence on the underlying contract; they are not freestanding contracts.”)
Another important difference between a contract and an order in this context is that while
contracts may be protested by interested third parties (disappointed competitors, for example),
orders generally cannot be. 41 U.S.C. §4106(f)(1)(2011).
Ms. Doe

clearly understands the difference between a contract and an order, as illustrated

by the following excerpt from Plaintiff’s Show Cause Brief, but sometimes ignores the difference:
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A Warstopper-funded sole-source 'contract' must meet both the criteria set forth in
the Warstopper program instructions for any Warstopper expenditure and 10 USC
Section 2304(c)(exception against competition); a Warstopper-funded "award"
may be made against an existing contract (such as an indefinite delivery, indefinite
quantity ("IDIQ") contract), but also must meet the criteria set forth in the
Warstopper program instructions for any Warstopper expenditure."
Doe

Show Cause Brief at p. 3. (Emphasis supplied.)‡‡‡
Plaintiff’s FOIA request to DLATS did not seek "contracts", it sought "delivery orders

awarded to Our client

that included war stopper funding.” See, Exhibit H to

Plaintiff’s Brief in Support of Motion to Compel D.E. 68.§§§
B.

There is no evidence that Client ever “received a no-bid contract based on its
Minimum Sustaining Rate” and, of course, no evidence that Mr. Client
lied about
Client
the receipt by
of a no-bid MSR-based contract.
Of course, since there is no evidence that Client ever received a no-bid MSR-based contract,

there has been no showing that Mr. Client

lied about the receipt by Client of such a contract. The

fact that Client apparently received orders (on competitively bid contracts) which were funded with
warstopper funds (a fact of which Mr. Client

was unaware) does not establish Mr. Client

perjury. Nor does the fact that the use of warstopper funds is apparently most often (but not
always)**** based on MSR determinations (another fact of which Mr. Client
establish that Mr. Client

was unaware)

perjured himself when he swore under oath that Client had never received

a no-bid MSR-based contract.
C.

Client

never sought a no-bid MSR-based contract.

The affidavit is broader in scope than was necessary to address the claims made by Plaintiff
about the relevance of the Client and Client

financial information. Defendants needed to show

‡‡‡

Here again, however, Plaintiff is confusing the difference between contracts (which are
awarded) and delivery orders (which are issued).
§§§
The obvious question raised by this FOIA request is, if Plaintiff wanted to prove that Client has
received no-bid MSR based contracts, why did she not ask for the no-bid MSR based contracts?
****
See, testimony of Lou Ann DLATS1 quoted in the Show Cause Order, D.E. 156 at p. 4.
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only that Client has never received a sole-source award because it needed the award to stay in
business (i.e., because it qualified for a non-competitive award under 10 U.S.C. §2304(c)(3)).
However, the affidavit does say that Client had never sought such an award. Plaintiff now claims
that at the same meeting with DLATS personnel (on August 4, 2011) during which Mr. Client
first delivered the materials to DLATS about Jane Doe
Doe

complains, Mr. Client

and Client

financial condition about which Ms.

did seek a no-bid MSR-based contract. The claim that the Client

financial information is relevant to their state of mind at the time the Doe

information was submitted to the government depends on what they knew about the relevance of
the financial information before it was submitted to the government. Plaintiff never explains why
merely seeking a no-bid contract would have alerted Client to the irrelevance of Ms. Doe
financial information, but a seeking of the contract at the same time as the financial information
was submitted certainly would not have alerted Mr. Client

to irrelevance of Ms. Doe

financial

information.
The claim that, contrary to his affidavit, Mr. Client
contract rests on the following exchange during Mr. Client

did indeed seek a no-bid MSRdeposition:

Q

In that meeting [the August 4, 2013 meeting] did you ask
DLATS1
and
if Client could receive a
Warstopper-funded award?

DLATS2

A

I did not.

Q

Did you ask for anything from them?

A
Actually what I did say is I thought they needed to review the
situation, review what we'd given them, and update their information they
made the determination on, which was back on – 2006 is when the study
was done, and put things on hold until they determined what was the right
thing to do and then do that. I said, that could have been sharing that
contract with us, giving us a contract, or whatever the -- whatever the
information dictated.
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Q
So you told them that one option you wanted them to consider was
splitting up the sole source award that had been given to DoeCo -A

Uh-huh (affirmative).

Q

-- between DoeCo and Client

A
I did. Later I -- I went back and re -- reconsidered. We never made
a formal request because we were not about to go out of business, and I -and my belief was that we would not qualify for such an award.
This statement by Mr. Client
Mr. Client

about one of several possible options DLATS had to correct what

perceived to be the injustice of the award of the no bid contract to DoeCo – a statement

that does not mention “Minimum Sustaining Rate” about an option that he immediately
reconsidered after his reflection that Client would not qualify for a non-competitve award -- cannot
possibly be read to mean that Mr. Client

statement, that Client had never sought “a no-bid

contract based on its Minimum Sustaining Rate,” was false or even misleading.
Mr. Client

proposed agenda for the August 4, 2011 meeting (attached hereto as Exhibit

9) does not lend any credence to Plaintiff’s claim that he sought during that meeting a no-bid
contract based on Client

MSR. (A claim made in. D.E. 163, Show Cause Brief, at p. 4.) The

agenda only requests that DLATS “[g]ive full consideration to all possible means of support to the
critical situation of Client JOG including additional orders for MGPTS/LME award to offset
competitive advantage given to DoeCo with Sole Source Award.” In other words, consistently
with his deposition testimony, the agenda made clear that Mr. Client

wanted to explore all

possible options to correct the injustice of the award to DoeCo
D.

The factual allegations made in the Show Cause Brief do not support Plaintiff’s
Claim the statements made in Mr. Client
affidavit are false.
The statements made in the Show Cause Brief which purport to rely on deposition

testimony for support of Plaintiff’s argument are, almost without exception, materially incorrect.
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Some of those statements are quoted in the numbered paragraphs below. Immediately following
the quoted language is Defendants’ review of what was actually said.
1.

"At his deposition, Mr. Client
was asked directly whether the
assertion ‘Warstopper funds are MSR-based no-bid funds for
sustaining necessary industrial base contractors like Client and DoeCo
was true, and he affirmed it. (Client
Dep., at p. 81.)”

Show Cause Brief D.E. 163 at pp 10. This is a complete mischaracterization of Mr. Client
testimony. The deposition exchange was as follows:
Q
Do you see the footnote at the bottom of page eight [referring to Defendants’
Response in Opposition to Motion to Compel]? And there's a quote that's
attributed to the plaintiff. It says, Warstopper funds are MSR-based no-bid funds
for sustaining necessary industrial base contractors like Client and DoeCo
Do you
see that quote?
A

I see it, uh-huh (affirmative).

"Q

Do you agree that that's a true statement?

A

As -- I -- I have no reason to believe that it's not a true statement. "

Putting aside the very real possibility that Mr. Client

was commenting on his understanding about

the truth of the statement made by his counsel in the footnote,†††† rather than commenting on the
language quoted in the footnote, Mr. Client

answer is not an affirmation of the statement that

“Warstopper funds are MSR-based ‘no-bid’ funds.” For example, someone might say to me:
"Rasputin was murdered by Felix Yusupov." I might then be asked whether I agreed that the
statement was true. I might answer "I have no reason to believe that is not a true statement."
However, that answer certainly does not mean that Felix Yusupov was, in fact, the murderer, or
even that I believe that Felix Yusupov was the murderer. The answer means only that I have no
information about the murder.
††††

The footnote says: “For example, in footnote 5 of her brief, Plaintiff assets “Warstopper funds
are MSR-based ‘no-bid” funds for sustaining necessary industrial base contractors like Client and

DoeCo
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2.

"He [Mr. Client
admitted Client received millions of dollars in awards
with those Warstopper funds.” (Client
Dep., D.I. 137, at pp.
342-346.)

Show Cause Brief at pp. 10-11. There is no admission by Mr. Client

(in pages 342-346 in his

deposition transcript or otherwise) that Client received millions of dollars in “awards” with
Warstopper funds. In fact, Mr. Client

testified that he was not aware that delivery order

purchases were funded with Warstopper funds:
Q
And again, if there were Warstopper funds involved with this delivery
order, it's your testimony that you weren't aware of it?
A

That's correct.

Q
Okay. Turn to the next page, which is 1723. This is a delivery order
under the same contract? For the same modular tent product?
A

Yeah. Yes, sir.

Q

With a value of $4,086,595.61?

A

Yes, sir.

Q
And if you'll look above the delivery schedule, the value, there's a
sentence there that says -- right above the heading BDN it says, this delivery
order is being issued using Warstopper funds.
A

Okay.

Q

Would you have received a copy of this delivery order?

A

I should have, yes. I did, I'm sure.

Q
But you weren't aware that it was being funded through Warstopper
funds?
A
3.

No, sir, I wasn't.

Although the awards were clearly designated as being funded by the
Warstopper program, Mr. Client claimed he was unaware of that fact.
But he also admitted that those awards resulted from Client
regular
affirmative requests to DLATS for those awards, as opposed to a
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DLATS requirement, because he did not have enough business to
sustain Client
Show Cause Brief D.E. 163 at p. 11, fn.4. This statement is incorrect. While it is true that Client
asked DLATS to issue new delivery orders [as opposed to awards] on existing contracts quarterly
as Client was planning its production for the next quarter, there is nothing unusual in that. In fact it
would be unusual for any manufacturer in any industry not to ask for new delivery orders when
outstanding orders have been completed. However, Mr. Client
orders were necessary to “sustain Client

that is, Mr. Client

never testified that any delivery

never testified that the issuance of a

particular delivery order was necessary to keep Client in business.
4.

"In other words, when business was slow, Client asked DLATS to make
it awards against the existing IDIQ contract, which awards were
funded by the Warstopper program and based on Client
MSR.
(Client
Dep., D.I. 136, at pp. 259-63 & 342-46.)"

Show Cause Brief D.E. 163, p. 11, fn.4. (Emphasis supplied.) This statement is materially
incorrect. Again, it is true that Client asked DLATS to issue new delivery orders on existing
contracts when he Client was nearing completion of production on outstanding orders, there is
nothing unusual in that. What is clearly misleading are the implications that (a) all of the orders
were funded with Warstopper funds, (b) Client asked for orders which were funded by the
Warstopper program, and (c) Client knew the orders were based on Client
We know that only six of the orders produced as a result of Ms. Doe

MSR.
FOIA request were

warstopper funded. See, Exhibit H to Plaintiff’s Brief in Support of Sanctions Motion, D.E. 122.
Moreover, Mr. Client

testified that it was his understanding the Warstopper Funds were not used

to make payments on delivery orders:
Q
So it's your testimony that Client has never received a delivery order
against an IDIQ contract that was funded in Warstopper funds?
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A.

Yes.

Q.

Were those awards subject to open competition?

A.
I don't -- I don't know if -- or I don't recall if some of the awards that
he received were a result of a competitive industrial-based acquisition. He did
receive Warstopper awards against existing contracts.
Exhibit 1 hereto, at pp. 42-43.

5.

"Mr. Client
further testified that it was his understanding that
MSR-based contracts are, by definition, Warstopper-funded to keep
necessary suppliers in business when demand is low.

Show Cause Brief at pp. 11 - 12. The quoted language in the Brief does not support this broad
statement.
Q
Do you understand that DLATS has the authority to make awards
under the MSR, the minimum sustaining rate, protocol that don’t involve
Warstopper funding?
A

I don’t understand that, no.

Q
You don’t? What do you think that the minimum sustaining rate
protocol means to DLATS? What do you think the purpose of it is?
A
The purpose of it is, is to keep key suppliers of key items in business
in peacetime where demand is low.
(Client

Dep., D.I. 137, at p. 264). There is nothing in this language to suggest that Mr. Client

had an “understanding that that MSR-based contracts are, by definition, Warstopper-funded.”
Nor is there anything in Ms. Doe
6.

Brief to suggest so broad a statement.

"Indeed, Mr. Client
was unaware of any distinction between the
Warstopper program and MSR funds for the purpose of keeping vital
suppliers in business during peacetime."

D.E. 163 at p.12. The language from Mr. Client

testimony quoted in support of this statement

does not support it:
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Q. . . .What do you think that the minimum sustaining rate protocol means
to DLATS? What do you think the purpose of it is?
A
The purpose of it is, is to keep key suppliers of key items in business
in peacetime where demand is low.
Q
And you understand that DLATS has funds to accomplish that
purpose, correct?
A

I'm told today they don't have any funds.

Q
You understand that at times DLATS has funds available to it to
accomplish that purpose?
A

In -- in the past they have, yes.

Q
Okay. And you understand that that funding isn't necessarily the -the same thing as Warstopper funding, correct?
A

I'm not sure.

This does not mean that there is no distinction between Warstopper funding and MSR based
funding or even that Mr. Client

thought there was no distinction or acted as if there were no

distinction. Someone might say to me, for example, “You understand that the water on one end of
this swimming pool is deeper than the water at the other end?” I might answer "I'm not sure."
That answer, of course, does not indicate that I thought the questioner was right about the water
levels in the pool, and it most certainly did not mean that the questioner was right about the pool.
7.

"Mr. Client
then went to the August 4, 2011 meeting with DLATs
representatives Ms. DLATS1 and Ms. DLATS2
and asked that
DoeCo
Warstopper funded, MSR-based award be reversed and
either given to Client or split between DoeCo and Client
(Client Dep.,
DI 137, at pp. 219-20.)

This statement is misleading at best. Mr. Client
quoted above. To say that Mr. Client

testimony (at pp. 219-220 of his deposition) is

musings over possible solutions to the problem of the

wrongful award of the no-bid contract to DoeCo constitutes a seeking of a no-bid contract is like a
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EXHIBIT LIST:
Exhibit 1 – Deposition of
Exhibit 2 – Deposition of

DLATS1
DLATS2

Exhibit 3 – Excerpts of Transcript of May 23, 2013 Argument
Exhibit 4 – Justification and authority for contract award to DoeCo
Exhibit 5 – Public notice of contract award to DoeCo
Exhibit 6 – Exhibit G to Show Cause Brief
Exhibit 7 – Client Contract No.
Exhibit 8 – Delivery Order on Contract No.
Exhibit 9 – Agenda to August 4, 2011 Meeting
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